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Abstract

The purpose of this essay is to take a look at the Paradox of the Suspended Charge, at Zero-Point !'luc-
tuations (ZPF) of the vacuum as well as Andrei Sakharov's 1968 Proposal that gravity is not a separately
existing fundamental force but rather an induced effect associated with quantum fluctuation ofthe vacuum.

1. Paradox of the Suspended Charge

Einstein's Principle of Equivalence tells us that the accelerating and gravitational frames of reference should
be equivalent.fl] And yet we do not see radiation emanating from a charge suspended in a gravitational field
while we see radiation emanating from an accelerating charge.

The purpose of this essay is to take a look at Sakharov's Proposal that gravity is not a separately existing
fundamental force but rather an induced effect associated with quantum fluctuation of the vacuum [2]

From electrodynamics we know that an accelerating charge with colinear velocity and acceleration radiates
with the following angular dependence: [3]

DPIDa: e2a2 sin2 0f (4rc3(1- 0 cosd)5)

where a is the acceleration, 0 : vlc and d the angle measured in the direction of motion. In the limit
of small velocity and integrated over the solid angle the total power radiated by a nonrelativistic accelerated

charge is given by the familiar Larmor formuia:

p:2e2azl(Jc3) (2)

Einstein's Principle of Equivalence tells us that accelerating and gravitational frames of reference should be

equivalent on a local scale. The " Paradox of the Suspended Charge" arises when we set a : g, the acceleration
due to gravity, then we would expect the suspended charge to radiate away its power at a rate proportional to

92, namely

P - e292 lc3

something we of course do not see.

If as it appears that an electron has no finite size then the "Paradox ofthe Suspended Charge" carries down

to a very small length scale.

(1)

(3)



2. What is Zero Point Fluctuation?

The random radiation involved in Zero Point Fluctuations is not connected with temperature radiation,
but exists in the vacuum at the absolute zero of Thermal Temperature. These fluctuations are a result of the
Heisenberg Uncertainty relation LEAt ) h, although the underlying physical cause is yet not fully understood.
This random radiation is known as Zero Point Fluctuation and is considered as real as thermal radiation. Some

of the observable effects of this Fluctuation is outlined in a paper by T. Weiton. [4]

A special aspect of Zerc Point Fluctuation is that its spectrum is Lorentz Invariant. This means that for
a given field type every inertial observer, irrespective of their velocity, finds the same spectrum for the Zero
Point Field.[5]

For a scalar field the Lorentz Invariant spectral function is given by:[6]

For an electromagnetic field the Lorentz Invariant spectral function is given by the familar equation: [7]

12 hs1u1 =
1_
- nL')
2

(5)

3. Stability of Ground State

One of the great questions of quantum and classical physics is why atoms do not radiate away ail their
energy and collapse down to zero. It appears that Zero Point Fluctuation prevents the collapse. To describe
this e{fect requires both a classical and a quantum description of the process of absorption and radiation from
an atom.[8]

Define the relationship between the quantum expectation value and the classical probability by the following:

<vl/(r) lv

12 fo(a) : )n"' l,

Let f(r) - exp( -i s*r) so then

<A I erp(-is xr) lV r: I d-r PElr)erp(-zsxr) : 9(s)

where g(s) is a generating function. So then

(4)

(10 )

(1 1)

(12)

,: I d,-r pEt\f ?)

llQtr)- | O^, s(s)erp(-i,s x r) :

(6)

(7)

(8)Pv(r)

where m is the dimensionality of the space. You recognize this relationship to be a fourier transformation from
the r-space to the s-space.

The nonrelativistic equation of motion for an oscillating charged particle is given by

d2 ldt2 q + ,3q - ld3 ldt3 q: l*-E (9)

where q : q(t) is the osciiator coordinate, u0 is the natural frequancy of the oscillator, I is the damping
coefficient

| : e2 l(6treomrcs)

and l* is the driving coefficient

l* : e/rn"

Fourier transform the equation of motion and solve for q(u)

q(u) : H(u)E(u)



where the dispersion relation H(u) is given by

H (u) : l- l@3 - u' + ilrul (13)

Describe the zero point electric field Ezo by a traveling wave

E"'(r,t): Rel,1,o1,.1,"rp(dk*r -i'..,t) (14)

with u6 : uk -f'iup, ep a unit vector in the direction of propagation and ot is the polarization.
We shall introduce the intensity of the EzP field by letting up: (1/Ip)cos(O7,) andVp: (t/In)sin(Oi,),

where 06 is a random phase subject to a constant distribution in [0, 2r], and ft is the intensity per mode.

Set r:0 (to suppress the k*r term in E"'(r,f) ) and taking the Fourier transform of EzP(r,t) yieids

e"'Q) : nDe1,o1,(6(w -t u)(u1, + iuk) + (d(, - v)(up - i'u1,)) (15)

So then solving tor q(t)

q(t) :7lQn)* 
| a, "rn(trt) 

H(u)E(v) :T ,uouTe(o,1"((a))

where ((c,.') : erp(iwt)H(w).
The generating function g(s) :< V lerp(-i,s xr) | V > for this distribution is given

s(s) : II1,(llQtr)*l I a"* | au* "*e(-ur12-rnl2)- 
(zs* e1,o1,(u1, Re(((w))+o7,fie(((a.,)))) (17)

or

s?):frp erp(- | s* epo1, n@) l'z lz) (18)

It is worth noting that this result is exact and that there has been no requirement for h (Planck's constant)
up to this point.

In an unbounded space (, > ,\), the mode product flp in the generating function g(s) can be converted to
an integral within the exponential, so that

s(s) : erp(-s2h(tzr2esc3) I *rt lrr(r) It) (19)

where the dispersion equation is given by

I H (r) 12:l r. I @f; - u2 + i,tw3) l2 (20)

Notice that Planck's constant has been introduced for the first time in the generating function and is being

used as a scaling factor. Reformulating the dispersion equation

I H(") l'= Q\' l((r3 - ,')'+ (fo3)'z) (21)

Due to the smallness of the damping term I in the denominator the integrand is sharply peaked at Q : uo.

Using the resonance approximation

Then

[* * a3 y u1a7l'- 3n'ro"3l(*"ro)
Jo

The generating function in the resonance approximation is

sG) = erp(-s2hf (4m"as)) : enp(-s2o?)

(16)

fo* 
o, u3 1n1w1f = I:d, ,31H(,o) l2 - rr.2l(ztws) (22)

(23)

(24)



and the probability distribution becomes

P (q) : t I Qn ol)r /2 erpl- q2 I 2ol)

wherc ol: h,l(2m"uo).
Note that this distribution agrees in form with that predicted by quantum

harmonic oscillator in the ground state. If we consider the ground state of the
of orthogonal one-dimensional harmonic oscillators then the two-dimensional

(25)

mechanics for the nonrelativistic
Bohr atom as modeled by a pair
distribution becomes:

P (q, , q) : L I Qr o?)erp(- fu| + ol I Qo)) (26)

Compare this with the quantum probability for a two-dimensional quantum oscillator in the ground state

Po(r,y) = (m"wsf rFl)erp(-mus(r' + y211n7 QT)

and note that they have simiiar functional form.
We have derived a quantum mechanical ground state probability distribution for a simple atom using clas-

sical field theory. The underlying mathematics of the Gaussian function and the fact that a Gaussian function
carries over to a Gaussian function under a Fourier transform is worth noting.

4. Power Absorbed from the Zero Point Fieid

Now look at the time-average power that is being absorbed from a Zero Point electric field EzP by a
harmonic oscillator:

j-Poor >:e{EzP*u>

where EzP and BzP (the Zero Point magnetic field) are given by

(28)

E"' (,, t) : Rel a3 nenf tnenp(i'k * r -'iut+ zol)

B" o (r, t) : Rel at ngt x e1,) ( I 1,erp(i,k x r - i'wt + i'@ 1,)

Let us now use a classical intensity function ft

tn : h3@) l(lres) : hut l@tr3 es) (31)

where you recall h,fr(cu) is the Lorentz Invariant spectrai function for the vector Electromagnetic field.
The time average power absorbed by the oscillator is then

1Pot,;: (fftln) [* *rr'11lr:3 - r')' + (fo3)2) (32)
Jo

This integral is strongly peaked at cue so then the resonance approximation can be used and the integral
becomes

1 pot,, >= t12 f* arrrSlw'o121111w'o - r")' + (fc'rfi)'?) (33)

This integral describes a Lorentzian line shape and is equal to rc.-,fr, so then

1 Por," >- ll2lhlt$ : e2nr^t$lQnreomucs) (34)

This is an expression for the absorption of electromagnetic power from the Zero Point field by a one dimensional
charged harmonic osciliator.

Model the ground state motion of the Bohr atom with radius re by a pair of one dimensional harmonic

oscillators describing circular motion. The time averaged electromagnetic power absorbed for a two dimensional
oscillator is then simply

(2e)

(30)

ti Pot, )tuo-d,imen- 2x I Po6" )one-d'inen (35)



The time averaged electromagnetic power radiated by an electron in circular motion with acceieration a is
given by the well known expression

1 Prod. ) I < Pou" >: mer\uolfl,

(36)

(37)

We know that the ground state of an atom constitutes a stable state. We now also see that it is a state
that is in a dynamic balance between the electromagnetic energy that is being radiated into the Zero Point
Field and the electromagnetic energy that is being absorbed from theZero Point Field, such that

4 Proa ) I I Pou" >: mer\eo lFt' : L

We recognize this as the angular momentum quantization condition first introduced by

m"r'frwg: n' 7

with rz : 1.

As outlincd, atoms do not collapse down to zero size due to a detailed-balance between the electromagnetic
energy that is being radiated into the Zero Point Field and the electromagnetic energy that is being absorbed

back from to the Zero Point Field. It is important to notice that Planck's constant fi. is nothing more that a

scale factor in this description.

5. Zero Point/Thermal Spectral Function

Up until this point thermal temperature has not been included in the spectral function. Let us now add

Planck's thermal temperature spectrum to the Zero Point electromagnetic spectrum:

12 Hl(w,T) = 112 htt + hu(erp(htt I KT) - l) (40)

where T is the thermal temperature and K is Boltzman's constant. We can reformulate this spectral function
to read

12 Hl(u,T) : 112 htt cc,th(l l2hu I K:f)

which is a combined ZeroPointfThermal Spectral Function.

(41)

6. The Casimir Effect

One of the unique consequences of fluctuations in the Zero Point electromagnetic field is the Casimir Effect
which is an attractive force between neutral plates.[9] It is a purely quantum effect hypothesized in 1948 by
Hendrik Casimir and measured experimentally soon afterwards.

One of the surprising aspects of the Casimir effect is that it is finite, universal and shows cut-off independent
behaviour. The Casimir force Fgo"i-,, per unit area between two neutral plates is given by

F(d.7)so"i-0,: (tr2hcf 240)(11d4 - a8l9(Tlh,c)a) (42)

where d is the separation between the plates (typically about - \pm) and T is the temperature of the

thermal bath that the plates are immersed in.

Notice that by setting the separation of the plates such that F(d,T)co"tmtr:0 you can use Casimir plates

as a thermometer. 110] It is also worth noting that you can use the Casimir effect to probe the geometric

character of an accelerating field, and as a result of Einstein's Principle of Equivalence, a gravitational field as

well. [1r]

1 P,oa >: 
"'(ror3)2 f (6nesm""3)

Now consider the ratio of the time-average radiated power to the time-average absorbed power,

(38)

Niels Bohr in 1913

(3e)



7. Unruh-Davies Temperature

In the case of a scalar field the Lorenlz Invariant spectral function is as outlined above, nameiy [12]

7T2 fo(a) = !n'1, (43)'2
Consider a scalar fieid of the form

O(r,f) : I att 7o1r)cos(i,k*r -i,at+?Ok) @4)
,]

The time average value of the amplitude of the field is given by the correlation function (a correlation
function is to classical field theory what an expectation function is to quantum field theory)

< o(o,t)x o(0, t) >:tl2 [ atnfo(r) (45)
J

which we know to be Lorentz Invariant.
Now consider an accelerating frame of reference moving along the x-axis with uniform acceleration a. It

can be shown that

r(r):c2fa cosh(arf c) (46)

and that

u(r): c tanh(arf c) (47)

where 7 : t/(l- u'l"'): cosh(arlc). It is also straightforward to show that

cot : u) cosh(ar lc) - ck, sinh(ar f c) (48)

and that

k*t : k, cosh(ar lc) - w lc sinh(ar f c) (49)

The transformed correlation function is

< O(0,t)- O(0, t) )o"""t",oteo: -(ttlnc)(al2c)2 cosh2(arf c) (50)

compare this to':il:;. 
il',:':"::::",i!,'^^\"tii';^";,:,:^:,:;;:,*;*-^ar 

Fierd: 

(b1)

If we compare the two correlation functions we find that they are identical in functional form provided the
acceleration and temperature are related by the expression

T : h,al(2nKc) (52)

This relation is known as the Unruh-Davies Temperature relation. [13]

Now consider the Lorentz Invariant spectral function for an electromagnetic field,

12 nl1wl : rl2h/") (53)

The transformed electromagnetic correlation function is of the form (i,j -- 1,2,3);

I Ei(0,t)Ej(0,t) >:< Bi(0,t)B j(O,t) ): 6i14t"tlQrc3)(al2c)acscha(arlc) (54)

where the cross terms are of the form

(csch is rhe hyperboric cosecant) 

Ei(0't)Bi(0't) ):0 (55)

I



Compare this to correlation function of the system at rest in a Zero Point Thermal field,

l Er(0,t)Ej(0,f) ):( Bi(o,t)Bj(0,t) ):6i14hl(rc3)(trKTlh)a(csc41trNf 1n) +2f 3csc2(trKf lD) (56)

where again the cross terms are of the form

Notice the additional rerm. rhe questio: :i:ii:"ll-; ln" ru,,.tiu,,ar form and the .00,,,"""r ,"tl,ll
A clue is to be found in the result for a scalar field and the Unmh-Davies Temperature relation.

In the case of an electromagnetic field, the spectrum seen by the detector such as Casimir plates accelerating
through a Zero Point electromagnetic field is

12 H'i","t(a, a) - l l2hl^)(l + (alca)2) coth(trcut I a) (58)

If we express the acceleration in terms of the Unruh-Davies Temperature relation T = h,al(2rKc) then the
Zero Point Thermal spectrum as seen by the accelerated system is

r" H'i"""t(r, o) : L l2hu(1 + (2tKT lhu)2) coth(htt l2KT) (59)

rather than the unaccelerated Zerc Point Thermal spectrum

,r2 Hf;r.",r(w,O) : 7l2hu coth(hu l2KT) (60)

Note that acceleration adds a new term to the Zero Point Thermal spectrum and that the two spectrums agree

at the higher frequencies llu >> KT.

In an accelerating frame there is an event horizon in the sense that in certain directions events occuring
beyond a certain distance from the observer can never be reported to the observer by light signals due to
dilation. The observer is running away with ever increasing speed from these space-time events and moduiated
light signals carrying infbrmation can never catch up with the observer. These modes are frozen out and the
spectral distribution of eigenvalues change.

A careful study of the situation shows that it is the long waveiength electromagnetic waves that are cut-off
by the event horizon. As a result the accelerated spectrum Hor""1 does not go over to the energy equipartition
at low frequency found with the unaccelerated Zero Point Thermal spectrum Habest.

8. Sakharov's Proposal

Andrei Sakharov's Proposal is that gravity is not a separately existing fundamental force but rather an

induced effect associated with fluctuations of the vacuum state. Sakharov's Proposal was discussed in detail
in a paper written by H.E. Puthoff of the Institute for Advanced Studies in Austin, Texas. [14]

Consider again the equation of motion for an oscillating charged particle given by

dzldt2q + u\q -fa3ldt3q:l*E (61)

where q : q(t) is the oscilator coordinate, ?r0 is the natural frequancy of the oscillator, I is the damping
coeeficient

| : e2 l(6treom"c3) (62)

Now consider the kinetic energy Wpin of the particle motion due to fluctuations induced by the Zero Point
electromganetic field,

Wkh: Il2rn0d2 f dt2q: ll2(dldtq)'l*o: (dldtp)21(l2trlesctt) (63)

where p : eq is the dipole moment of the oscillator. Written in this form it is worth noting that the energy

equation refers to the global properties of the oscillator (p, tre and the damping constant f) and does not



involve individual properties such as mass or charge.

Using the Zero Point Electromagnetic fields EzP and BzP oullined above in section 4. and solving for the
time average value for < (dldtp - z)2 > yields

< (dld,tp,)2 >- 6esc\h(lor")2 (64)

where c..r" is some characteristic frequency. In two-dimensions the particle motion due to fluctuations induced
by the Zero Point electromagnetic field is

< (rlldtp)2 )tuo-d,imen:2 < (dldtp)2 )one*d,imen (65)

The time average value for the internal energy of the oscillatorl expressed in terms of its global properties
is given by

1 EnergE >= ft'la7ln (66)

The energy calculated in this fashion is a transverse self-energy of the particle motion due to fluctuations
induced by the Zero Point electromagnetic fieid. Using the expression Einstein expression E : mcc2 gives

mc : fi,T",l l(trc2) (67)

In PuthoiT's interpretation of Sakharov's Proposal, the oscillator's mass is of dynamical origin, originating
in the motion response of the charged particle to the motion induced by the Zero Point electromagnetic field.
It is the internal motion of the charged oscillator that contributes to the effective mass of the oscillator through
the mass-energy equivalence outlined in the Einstein expression E : mc2.

The lowest order interaction between a charged particle and a Zero Point Field that produces a far field
effect is the dipole interaction. Of the dipole-field terms, thelfra term predominates at large distances. [15]

The energy density L,w6 in the two-dimensional far field dipole-field interaction is

Lwa - (3trcl2cos2o)f (2r214) 
lo'" 

a, o

where c,.r" is a characteristic frequency used as a cut-ofi frequency to avoid divergence.

ha2 f 1r2 cb) : 1c5 m')o1 1 1nulr4)

Now let a: Gmclr2 and solve for cu"

(68)

Averaged over the net contribution of randomly oriented individual Zero Point particle motion, and inte-
grated over the solid angle, we have an overall spectral density of

Lpar - Q(hcl2) I (2r2 14)

Using the relationship for mass mn and I we have

L,p6r : w(c' m]) lQtr2wfra)

Recall the expression for the acceierated Zero Point Thermai spectrum for the electromagnetic fie1d and set

T =0

n2H'f;"""r1a,a) :7l2htt(7 + (alca)2) (71)

Multiply this expression by the density of normal modes (w2f r2c3) and equate the contribution from the

acceleration rerm Il2hu(af cw)z to the expression Apar yielding

(6e)

(70)

(72)



a,: \/(\Tc\lhc) (73)

On the basis of heuristic and dimensional considerations Sakharov proposed that a vacuum fluctuation
model for gravitation would have a characteristic cut-off frequency c,,," of this form. Solving for the gravitational
constant G we have

G : rcs lhu? U+)

9. The Suspended Charge Revisted

Recall that an accelerating charge with coliinear velocity and acceleration radiates with the following angular
dependence:

D P I Da : 1e2 (sin2 0) I @trc3 (t - B cos g)u)o' (75)

where a is the acceleration, 0: vlc and d the angle measured in the direction of motion.

Let us now look again at the contribution from the acceleration term in the expression Apal given by

Lpo, - (ll2 hu)a221t2cb (76)

Consider the following expression relating time average differential power to the incident flux,

< DP IDA >:1 do ldl )1 i,nc'identf lur > (77)

where for a massless relativistic particle

<'inci,dentf lur ): c 1 Energy )

This means that

(e21sin2 0)l14rc3(r - B cos0)5)o' :< dolda, " I daLpar

Integrate over c,.r to get

(78)

(7e )

1 Energy ,: [' d'wA,pat : h*^t2a2l(4tr2c5) (s0)
JO

Solving for the differential cross section < do ldQ > yields

<d,oldQs:1e2lhc)(htrc2fuz)sin27l(t-pcos0)5 (81)

Notice that the dependence on the square ofthe acceleration drops out. Replace (e2 lhc) by the fine structure

constant a and c^.,2 by the Sakharov characteristic cut-off frequency uf; and you get the following;

< d,o ldQ 2: (aGhf c3)(sin2 0 I $ - B cos 0)b) (82)

The angle d points in the direction of the gravitational gradient. This is an interesting expression in that
it connects the fine structure constant a with the gravitational constant G. We shall call this expression the

Electro-Gravitational differential cross section. [16]



10. The Eiectro-Gravitational Cross Section

For p ( 1 and integrated over the soiid angle, the Electro-Gravitational differential cross section has the
value

o EG(B << 1) - 4raGft'f 3c2 - 7.92 x 10-68 cm2 (83)

This Electro-Gravitational differentiai cross section is many orders of magnitude smaller than cross sections
for typical electromagnetic interactions. This exceedingly small cross section is due to gravity not being a
separately existing fundamental fbrce but rather an induced effect associated with fluctuations in the Zero
Point electromagnetic field.

A fundamental length is given by the square root of the Electro-Gravitational differential cross section,
nameiy

Lac : Jo uc = 2.82 x l0-3acm

which is on the order of the Planck length Lpron.k - 10-33cm.

(84)

It is aiso worth noting that the Electro-Gravitational differential cross section indicates that if a particle
does not participate in the electromagnetic interaction then it does not have gravitational mass.

If this hypothesis is indeed correct then under the Eotvos Principle of the Equivaience of Inertial to Grav-
itational Mass, a particle that does not participate in the electromagnetic interaction would not have inertial
mass. A particle such as a neutrino is essentially massless under this proposal, what littie mass it may have

being a result of the Electro-weak interaction.

11. Gravitational Force

Studying the Zerc Point fluctuation induced dipole field at the position of particle A due to the fluctuating
motion of a second similar particle, particle B, leads to an expression for the potential energy of the interaction
of the form: [17]

Lr : -ehc|r' l@n) o"( I: du @np-z'R) lR) (85)

where u : -,i w lc and u" : -i, ur lc. For two-dimensional Zero Point dipole motion the attracting potential
is given by

Lr : -712 d(1 - cos(2.R)) lRt : -dlR((sin R) lR)t

where the parameter d is given by

(86)

6 = ltl2u? lr (87)

and the scale parameter R is -R : ru"f c .

With the gravitational potential thus defined, the gravitational force is given by the classical expression

Fg = -0Ul0r (88)

The gravitational potential has the desired 1/r dependence modified by a form factor ((sinfi)/,R)'? which

has a characteristic length on the order of the fundamental length /\ec =2.82xL\-3acm.



If we extract the leading terms from both U and d we arrive with the following:

IJ : -ttct2a?l("r)

Fc: -h,cl2wll1nr21

(8e)

(e0)

Using Sakharov's characteristic cut-off frequency u": l(trc' f flG) and the expression for the gravitational
mass derived in section 8,mG: ftlc,.,?l(trc2) we arrive at the following expression for the gravitational force,

Fc: -G(mnmn)lr2 (e1)

which is Newton's Law of Gravitational Attraction between two bodies of similar mass.

It is possible to extend this derivation to disimilar masses, as well as apply an expanded dressed oscillator
approach in understanding particle creation in simple models of the Fliedmann-Robertson-Walker Universe.

[18]

12. Discussion

We have seen that Einstein's Principal of Equivalence requires a modification to the Zero Point Field due to
gravitational mass. In this way we are able to show that gravity may not be a separately existing fundamental
force but rather an induced effect associated with Zero Point Fluctuations of the vacuum.

An expression which connects the fine structure constant a with the gravitational constant G, the Electro-
Gravitational differential cross section, has been presented. A derivation of the Gravitational Potential and

Newton's Gravitational Force Law is also presented.
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